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Outline
• Objectives of the project

� Proposed approach for review:

• Broad industrial policy objectives

• Electricity Supply Industry 

• Electricity pricing 

• Regulatory and Institutional framework 

• Role of IPPs and municipalities 

• Case studies which highlight how actions by Eskom and 

the regulator have implications for industrial policy 

• Specific areas of capacity building identified to inform 

Short Learning Programmes (SLP)

� Presentation and comments from Dr Grové Steyn



Objectives 
• Effective performance of economic regulators crucial for economic 

growth and development 

• Regulatory Entity Capacity Building Project by Centre for Competition, 
Regulation and Economic Development of University of Johannesburg 
(UJ), partnership with Economic Development Department (EDD) 

• Aims to build capacity of regulators through design and implementation 
of a series of capacity building measures to support economic regulators 
in South Africa:

– review of performance of economic regulators to identify constraints 
impacting performance 

– design and implement knowledge capacity building programme in 
response to identified needs through Short Learning Programmes 
(SLPs)

• TIPS contracted to look at electricity, renewable energy and ports



Key questions for the TIPS electricity 

industry review 

• How effective has economic regulation in the 

ESI been in relation to NERSA’s mandate?

• To what extent is regulation in the electricity 

sector contributing to, or in conflict with, other 

economic development mandates aimed at 

sustainable development and growth?



Industrial policy framework 
Key question: How does NERSA’s decisions and 

performance of the ESI contribute to IP objectives?

• NIPF  (2007) 

• NGP (2010) 

• Iterations of IPAP to implement policies

• NDP (2011)

• Other strategies: DMR Beneficiation Strategy etc.

� Objectives include, but not limited to:
– tackling poverty, unemployment and inequality; 

– increased participation; 

– diversification beyond traditional commodities; 

– green economy opportunities; 

– expanding infrastructure; 

– increased beneficiation etc.

– competition policy and regulation identified as strategic programmes



Electricity Supply Industry

The structure (past and current) of the ESI is 

crucial to understand the performance of the 

sector and effectiveness of regulation:

• Electricity supply value chain

• Performance of the ESI

• Issues shaping the development of the ESI



Understanding the ESI

• Market Structure

– Generation: 96% Eskom (30% cap for IPPs)

• Eskom single buyer model

– Transmission: 100% Eskom

– Distribution: ῀60% Eskom, 40% municipalities

– National Electricity Regulator licences market access and 
approves all tariffs

– Until recently, significant generation over-capacity and 
supply quality good

• Value chain: input, business activities, output, 
outcomes



Energy flows in the electricity supply 

industry of South Africa
Gross Generation

254 Gwh

Distribution Purchases

For end use
Transmission losses: 7 686 GWh

Distribution losses: 14 312 GWh

End Use

SAPP Imports to SA 

(13038 Gwh) 
SAPP Exports from SA

(13 195 Gwh)

Private 

Generation 

3%

Municipal 

Generation 

2%

Eskom 

Generation

95%

Municipal and other 

distributors 

40%

Eskom distributors

60%

Residential  5%

Agriculture 2%

Mining 15%

Manufacturing 

(Industrial)

26%

Commercial 4%

Other 1%

International 

6%
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Municipalities 

41%

Eskom 

100% 

(TNS)



Electricity Supply Sources



Issues related to specific levels of the ESI

Generation Transmission Distribution

• S&D balance 

• Fuel Contracting & 

Logistics 

• Environmental 

Standards 

• CAPEX Expansion

• Funding model

• Construction delays 

• Connecting IPPs to the 

grid

• Wheeling

• CAPEX Expansion

• ISMO bill 

• Fragmentation

• Municipalities

• Services not 

standardised

• Infrastructure 

backlog 



ESI Performance

• Technical

– Generation capacity, reserve margins, quality and 
reliability of supply, interruptions

• Financial 

– Funding model, plant expansion delays, credit rating

• Socio-economic

– Electrification programme, employment, contribution 
to the economy

• Environmental

– Reliance on coal-fired electricity, emissions, waste, 
diversification of energy mix



Electricity Pricing Mechanism
Cost components and impacts on cost

Generation 

- Cost of electricity generation including cost of power station 

(capital costs), fuel and water

- Also any purchases by Eskom

Transmission

- Cost of the network, cost of capital, operations and maintenance 

costs  

Distribution

- Cost of the network , cost of capital, operations and 

maintenance

- Retail costs covering metering, billing administration and 

customer service

Total Price

• Consumption 

behaviour ; load 

profile

• Technologies selected   

• Location of facility-

transmission zone and 

capacity 

• Voltage and capacity 

• Size of the customer

• Municipality 

operations

Key drivers



Regulatory and institutional framework: 

Who calls the shots?

A wide array of stakeholders: 

- Presidency/the dti/EDD: economic planning and integration

- DoE: energy policy (planning)

- DPE: Eskom’s 100% shareholder 

- NERSA: regulation of Eskom and IPPs (licensing, tariffs, 
compliance, infrastructure planning and reform) 

- NT: financial guarantees/loans (Eskom), procurement process 
(IPPs), financial oversight (municipalities)

- DEA/DWA: environmental authorisations

- Eskom: national utility (generation, transmission, distribution)

- Other key players: municipalities, IPPs, large consumers



NERSA’s role and processes

How does NERSA review applications?



Regulatory and institutional framework: 

A complex picture

Generation Transmission Distribution

ERA (2006)

New Generation Regulation 

(2009)

IRP (2011)

White Paper on RE (2003)

REIPP programme

NEMA (1998)

Air Quality Act (2004)

New Generation 

Regulation (2009)

ISMO Bill?

Constitution (1996)

Public Finance Management 

Act (1999)

Municipal Finance 

Management Act (2003)

Local Government Municipal 

Systems Act (2000)

Energy White Paper (1998), Eskom Conversion Act (2001), 

ERA (2006), Electricity Pricing Policy (2008), MYPD tariffs

DoE: policy, planning, 

technology mix

Eskom and IPPs: build and 

finance

NERSA: licensing and price 

determination

DoE: policy

Eskom: System Operation 

and Transmission; 

wheeling price

NERSA: licensing

DoE: policy

NT: influence on pricing through 

inter-gov. fiscal processes

NERSA: licensing, tariff 

determination (level and 

structure)

Municipalities and Eskom: end-

users distribution
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Electricity regulation: To what end?

A number of conflicting priorities makes the work of main stakeholders a 
very complicated balancing act. Energy policy is, inter alia, aimed to 
address: 

Energy objectives

Security of supply

Quality of infrastructure 
(generation, transmission, 

distribution)

Economic objectives

GDP growth, investment, 
macroeconomic impacts 
(inflation, exchange rate)  

Social objectives

Job creation

BBBEE

Developmental objectives

Universal access to electricity

Affordable electricity 
(particularly for low-income 

households)

Industrial objectives

Impact on competitiveness, 
particularly on EIUG

Security of supply

Financial objectives

Eskom’s financial stability

Municipalities

Private sector participation

Environmental objectives

Manage energy-related 
environmental impacts

Green economy

Sustainable development



The absence of a clear vision for the ESI: 

The root of policy uncertainty

- 1998 Energy White Paper: aspects of standard model 
(Joskow, 2006)

- Partial implementation: corporatisation of Eskom, 
introduction of some competition (IPPs), independent 
regulator

- Result: hybrid model maintaining the dominance of the 
SoE

- No official view exists on the future evolution of the ESI

- Confused and contested policy and institutional space

- Unclear responsibilities for  generation planning, new 
investment allocation opportunities, procurement 
processes, power dispatch arrangements, etc.



From policy uncertainty 

to functional difficulties
Unclear mandates and division of roles between stakeholders:

- Government’s multiple roles (shareholder, policymaker, 
regulator?)

- Gaps and incoherencies allowing parties to act opportunistically 
to protect their interest

- Result: political interference on regulation
- Government’s public statements on price increases and new 

generation capacity compromising NERSA’s independence

- Eskom’s bypass (with Cabinet approval) of NERSA’s review process 
(Kusile) 

- Planning: DoE (IRP) in collaboration with Eskom and NERSA
- Principal-agent problem: information asymmetry (clout of Eskom’s 

data and scenarios)

- Generation building: Eskom to build or not to build? IPPs?

- Procurement process: Bidding process? Feed-in tariff?

- Distribution: uncertainty on NERSA’s ability to regulate 
municipalities; reform of distribution?



From policy uncertainty to 

detrimental economic impacts

Results of policy uncertainty and unclear roles
- Suboptimal investment decisions 

- timing (boom and bust capacity investment cycles)

- technology choice (coal reliance vs. hydro, RE, gas)

- Suboptimal contract decisions (lock-in into special 
agreements)

- High electricity price volatility (price shock)

- Undetermined/wrong price signals (EE improvements)

- Negative developmental impact (electrification 
programme, affordable access to electricity)

- Negative industrial impact (competitiveness, job 
creation)



Role of IPPs: From policy uncertainty to 

a successful competitive mechanism

• Policy uncertainty at first (REFIT? Bidding process?)

• Success of REIPP procurement process

• Still uncertainty 

for IPPs outside 

government process

• Replication of the model?

• Separate study being undertaken (Seminar in February 

2014)

Source: TIPS, based on DoE 



Role of municipalities
• Clear case of ‘legislative misalignment’:

– Municipal electricity tariffs regulated by NERSA, under ERA

– But municipalities have latitude to offer mark-ups/surcharges under Municipal 
Fiscal and Functions Act; Municipal Finance and Management Act, Municipal 
Systems Act 

• NERSA calculates average benchmark price based on characteristics:
– customer mix; load profile; energy losses; ratio of budget for network 

maintenance to overall sales etc.

• Municipals add mark-ups/surcharges over and above this price

• Funding models of municipalities:
– Electricity sales source of revenue to cross-subsidize other activities

– Some estimates up to 60%

• Is the impact on industry, such as foundries, considered by municipalities? 
Some buyers ‘captured’ by Supply Area limitations

• What can NERSA do? What do other countries do?



Case studies - outline

1. Negotiated/Special Pricing Agreements to 

aluminium smelters

2. Buy-back electricity schemes- ferrochrome, 

ferromanganese etc.

3. Importance of understanding specific 

dynamics of major industrial grouping such 

as mines; major differences between mines



Special pricing agreements- Aluminium

• Eskom entered into Special/Negotiated Pricing Agreements in 
1990s (SPA/NPA)
– At a time of electricity surplus, ~40% reserve margin, difficult and 

expensive to store

– Industrial policy focused on encouraging investment and 
developing downstream industry

– NPAs with BHP Billiton (formerly Alusaf) for Hillside potlines 1&2, 
Hillside potline 3, Bayside and Mozal potlines

– NPA with Anglo American’s Skorpion Zinc in Namibia

– Pricing linked to internationally quoted price and exchange rate,  
and not to Eskom’s costs 

– Smelters use around 5.5% of Eskom’s nominal capacity- very 
electricity intensive

• From 2007/8- electricity shortage, global recession and falling 
commodity prices
– Eskom faced losses on NPAs, especially in 2009



Special pricing agreements, history and 

pricing clauses

• The different BHP contracts:

– Hillside Potlines 1 & 2

– Hillside Potline 3

– Mozal

– Bayside 

• Interruptibility provision- max of 2 hrs/week 

at BHP’s cost; Eskom can impose when grid is 

under pressure

Not in the public domain, Mozal contract re-negotiated in 2010 and no longer 

linked to LME and exchange rate

LME and exchange rate

2001 Nightsave escalated by change in PPI



BHP Hillside potlines 1, 2 and 3 compared 

to average Megaflex tariffs
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Difference between the smelter electricity 

prices and Eskom’s operating costs

Hillside 

Potlines 

1&2 

(R/kWh)

 Hillside 

Potline 3 

(R/kWh)

Average 

Megaflex 

(R/kWh)

Eskom's 

costs, 

Annual 

Reports 

(R/kWh)

Potlines 1 

& 2, % 

difference 

over costs

Potline 3,  

% 

difference 

over costs

Megaflex, 

% 

difference 

over costs

2002 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.13 23% 8% 8%

2003 0.12 0.16 0.14 0.14 -14% 14% 0%

2004 0.12 0.16 0.11 - - -

2005 0.14 0.16 0.13 0.11 27% 45% 18%

2006 0.20 0.17 0.14 0.14 43% 21% 0%

2007 0.21 0.19 0.14 0.16 31% 19% -13%

2008 0.24 0.20 0.18 0.19 26% 5% -5%

2009 0.16 0.23 0.28 0.26 -38% -12% 8%

2010 0.18 0.23 0.38 0.28 -36% -18% 36%

2011 0.20 0.24 0.48 0.33 -39% -27% 45%

2012 0.19 0.26 0.57

2013 (till June) 0.20 0.28 0.52



Understanding BHP’s pricing of primary aluminium 

products- is cheap electricity cost passed on?

��� (��. �% 
����)  +  $���/� 
�����

• ‘Premium’ – international warehouse premium for 
basic ingots traded on LME, different in different 
countries

• BHP adds its own premium of ~$200/t currently, or 
5% of LME

– downstream not told exact breakdown/composition 

– generally understood that pricing is at import parity 
pricing (IPP) basis, and premium is a ‘geographic’ or 
‘logistics’ premium (notional)



Implications of increased electricity prices to BHP Billiton on 

each level of the aluminium value chain

• Impact on BHP
- Smelter financials not in public domain

- Bayside and Hillside, despite the preferential electricity rates, have 
allegedly shown successive losses in the last few years

- Dominant, significant market power- may cut back production, or pass on 
costs depending on import price ceiling; unlikely to pass on costs to export 
markets

• Impact on secondary smelters
– No direct impact, use scrap mainly (small amounts of virgin aluminium)

– Indirect impact- less virgin material, increases demand for scrap 
(particularly high grade)         increases price of scrap

– Main concern: Municipality electricity mark-ups and scrap pricing, 
availability and quality

• policy directive that scrap merchants offer preferential prices to local users of scrap 
and first offer product to local users 

– Limited ability to pass on cost increases 



• Impact on foundries
– no direct impact, same concerns as secondary smelters

– raised major concerns about non-standard and high electricity 
rates by municipalities; availability and pricing of scrap

– competition from imported castings, esp. automotive industry

– limited ability to pass on cost increases

– many have shut down

• Impact on semi-fabricators and fabricators
– Company X - not much, do their own re-melting of scrap, only 

buy small volumes of basic ingots from BHP 
• In the event of non-supply from BHP, move more to scrap, and import 

balance of needs, ingots are at IPP anyway; already importing billets

– Company Y- big impact. Large volumes of slab from BHP
• Importing slab is much more expensive than buying locally (unlike 

importing basic ingots)

– Players have market power, but threat of imports of finished 
fully fabricated products is a constraint



• NERSA has the power to review contracts in 
terms of the ERA

– Any interested party could request NERSA to review 
these agreements

– NERSA’s decision, including a decision to not review 
these contracts, could be reviewed in terms of 
Promotion of Administrative Justice Act (PAJA)

• NERSA is looking into this

• Mindful of the kind of message that is sent to 
international and domestic investors 

NERSA’s powers to review contracts?



Buy-back schemes

• In 2012, Eskom entered into negotiated agreements 
with energy-thirsty smelters (ferrochrome, ferromanganese, etc. 

Xstrata, Samancor, Ruukki and International Ferro)

• Allows Eskom to turn off power for up to three months 
in return for payment to the smelters 

• Capacity redirected  to the grid; interim strategy till 
Medupi comes on board

• Details not public; different payments have been 
negotiated with different companies

– On principle that compensation < cost of running open-
cycle gas turbines

• NERSA has to approve these agreements

• Have the economic implications and ripple-effects on 
value chain been adequately assessed?



Understanding dynamics of major 

industries- Mining

• Useful for NERSA to understand dynamics of major 
industrial grouping value chains:

– 2 examples to show how differently electricity impacts 
different mining processes

• Allows for more accurate and well-considered 
decision making on tariffs and assessment of 
complaints and submissions

• Ensures decisions are in line with broader economic 
policy



Example 1: Platinum value chain

Input 
Suppliers

•Component Manufacturers; Engineering & Specialist 
Consulting Firms; Specialist Raw Material Suppliers

Original Equipment Manufacturers; Engineering/Project 
Management Services; Specialist Input Suppliers

Agents and distributors

Stage 1

• Exploration and Mining
•Mining companies: Anglo American Platinum (40%), Impala Platinum 

(25%), Lonmin (10%), Aquarius (5%)

•Average cost of phase: 72% of operating costs; Activities: drilling, 
blasting; Mining output: Merensky, UGs and Platreef ore

Stage 2

• Processing and Beneficiation
•Concentrating: Average cost of phase: 10% of operating costs; 

Activities: Crushing and milling, flotation; Platinum recovery: 85%; 
Mining output: composite concentrates; tailings

•Smelting: Average cost of phase: 9% of operating costs; Activities: 
drying and smelting in electric furnaces; air blowing in converters; 
sulphur removal; Platinum recovery: 95-98%; Mining output: converter 
matte and sulphuric acid

•Refining: Average cost of phase: 9% of operating costs; Platinum 
recovery: up to 99%

•Base Metal Refining: magnetic concentration; Mining output: platinum 
and by products nickel and copper

•Precious Metal Refining: PGMS and by products silver and gold

Stage 3

• Fabrication and End Use
•Key Players: Johnson Matthey, BASF, Umicore, Hereus

•Demand driven by: Auto catalysts, Jewellery and Industrial Products –
esp fuel cell technology (in its infancy)

•Exports and trading partners: China, Japan, USA, EU

• Beneficiation priority in IPAP and DMR 
Beneficiation Strategy (for both 
platinum and energy commodities [fuel 
cell technology])

• One of the largest electricity 
consumers- 18 platinum mines on 
Eskom’s 100 Key Industrial Users list 
2010

• Electricity is 15% of total costs

• Useful to understand ability to pass on 
electricity costs- probably high in local 
market

• Energy-intensive processes in the 
mining phase (Stage 1)- ventilation and 
cooling (key safety features);  
innovations in terms of fan settings and 
replacing compressors



Platinum cont.

• Process innovations to lower electricity costs: 

ConRoast (smelting) developed by Mintek; Kell 

Process (concentrate treatment) (NewCo 

mine) – IDC investment

• Renewables still in infancy stage- companies 

investigating renewables such photovoltaic 

and biomass plants through PPA with IPPs



Example 2: Iron ore value chain

Stage 1

• Exploration and Extraction

• Kumba, Assmang, Evraz Highveld Steel and Vanadium, 
Rio Tinto

• Drill, blast, haul

Stage 2

• Mining Beneficiation

• Stage 1 key players

• Washing, screening, grading, jigging, dense medium 
separation

Stage 3

• Metallurgical Beneficiation and Shaping

• Steel Industry players

• Smelting iron into pig iron, shaping into steel products

Stage 4

• Conversion/ Fabricators

• Long steel and flat steel  products

• Flat steel  - use s large quantities of iron ore

• Long steel – uses  scrap and small quantities of iron ore

Stage 5

• Manufacturers/End  users

• Building and construction (40%)

• Automotive (11%)

• Machinery (9%), Mining (7%)

• IPAP,  DMR beneficiation strategy

• Diesel constitutes larger proportion of energy 
consumption, electricity to a lesser extent –
Electricity around 5% - 10% of total costs

• Beneficiation activity (Stage 2): most energy 
intensive process with off-grade ore being more 
energy intensive compared to on-grade/high-grade 
ore 

• There is an energy component in logistics due to the 
use of electric/diesel rail locomotives- TRANSNET

• Innovations to focus on techniques to upgrade ore 
and improve recoveries, to add value to iron ore 
produced

• Captive mines- sales to AMSA, some ability to pass 
on costs? Although AMSA has  significant buyer 
power; Majority exported- firms are price takers in 
export markets

• Increase in electricity will have greater impact on 
ferrochrome and ferromanganese smelters with 
most SA smelters operating at  below 50% capacity 
and some shutting down/relocating



Some conclusions and areas of capacity 

building

• Financial Analysis & Accounting for Economic Regulation 

• Economics and law for regulation, including competition 
economics and law

• Strategic Planning and Knowledge Management in 
Economic Regulators 

Other areas?

• Economic and environmental policies

• Sector and value chain understanding

• Cost-benefit analysis training

• Advanced economic modelling capabilities

• Independent impact assessments


